Comparison of the local lymph node assay with the guinea-pig maximization test for the detection of a range of contact allergens.
The guinea-pig maximization test (GMPT) has been in use as a method for the prediction of skin sensitization potential for over 20 years, and is widely accepted by regulatory authorities because of its reliable detection of a wide variety of potential human contact allergens. Nevertheless, the method has some limitations and drawbacks, including the use of an adjuvant, the injection of the test substance at induction thus bypassing the normal skin barrier and metabolic function, a subjective endpoint, interference by irritant and/or coloured chemicals, and a relatively long and complex protocol. To address these points, an alternative technique, the local lymph node assay (LLNA), has been proposed and has become the focus of much attention. Recent data from interlaboratory trials have shown a good level of agreement between test facilities and with existing guinea-pig data. The present work investigated the correlation between LLNA results and those derived from the GPMT for 40 chemicals covering a range of chemical types and levels of skin sensitization potential. The LLNA assay was capable of detecting chemicals that exhibit a strong sensitization potential in the GPMT. For chemicals classified as moderate sensitizers in the GPMT, the LLNA was usually positive or provided an indication of sensitizing activity (that was not sufficient to satisfy the current criteria for regarding the result as positive). Weaker sensitizers in the GPMT were usually not detected by the LLNA. With the single exception of copper chloride, non-sensitizers were not positive in the LLNA. The results support the view that the LLNA can provide a rapid and objective screening test for strong sensitizers.